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Why studying housing markets?

• Current economic situation: business activity of the 
construction industry, consumption through wealth 
effects (housing is the “democratic asset”)

– Existing data available about 3 months later; limited 
hedonic-corrected indexes; no info on demand & supply

• Implications for financial stability 

– US housing bubble different across segments (Piazzesi et 
al., 2015, AER)

• Long-term effects in the labor market: misallocation 
of workers in the most productive areas (Hsieh and 
Moretti, 2017)

– Absence of microdata



Why studying housing markets?
(and current limits with Italian data)

• Current economic situation: business activity of the 
construction industry, consumption through wealth 
effects (housing is the “democratic asset”)

– Existing data available about 3 months later; limited 
hedonic-correction; no info on demand & supply

• Implications for financial stability 

– US housing bubble different across segments (Piazzesi et 
al., 2015, AER): very limited information on segments

• Long-term effects in the labor market: misallocation 
of workers in the most productive areas (Hsieh and 
Moretti, 2017)

– Tradeoff spatial coverage-representativeness



Our data

• Housing sales advertisements (ads) posted on 
the website immobiliare.it

• 1.1million ads posted 2015Q1 to 2017Q2 in all 
province capital cities (30% of Italian 
population)

• Here focus on “standard” dwellings for sale 
with full ownership

• Ads can also refer to offices and shops, rents, 
foreclosure auctions, buildings under 
construction, partial ownership, usufruct, etc.
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Our data

• For each ad we know:

– Date posted, date removed

– Geolocation

– Floor area, rooms, bathrooms, floor, energy class, etc.

– Garden, garage, elevator

– Textual description & figure hash codes

– (Asking) price, number of clicks every Friday of each 
week

• Spatial matching with 2011 census and tax 
agency (OMI) data



Id: 57700898



Main issue: duplicates

• A seller can entrust more than one agency for 
the sale of the dwelling

• The same agency might delete an ad and 
create a new identical one for it to seem more 
recent

• Other possibilities



Is this really a problem? Yes

• Volume of transactions in 2016



Pre-processing of 
the ads

Pairwise
identification of 

duplicates

Clustering pairs of 
duplicates and 

aggregation of information

(2.2; 5; -1.8; 9; -6)

(2.5; 7; -2.2; 8; -2)

ℙ 𝒅𝒖𝒑 = 𝟎. 𝟔𝟐 € 194,000 60 m2

doc2vec
𝑪𝟓. 𝟎 𝐜𝐥𝐚𝐬𝐬𝐢𝐟𝐢𝐜𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐭𝐫𝐞𝐞



Did it work?

• 1.1million ads -> 650thousand housing units

• Volume of transactions in 2016



Comparison and validation

Aggregation level: city



Comparison and validation

Aggregation level: OMI microzone

Same pattern for volume of transactions and stock of dwellings for sale



Comparison and validation

Validation OMI-Immobiliare.it



Applications: nowcasting



Applications: nowcasting



Applications: hedonic regression



Applications: segmentation



Applications: segmentation



Applications: clicks and 
demand tightness



Tightness as leading indicator of prices

• i is an OMI micro-zone (neighborhood)

• t is a quarter

• D is tightness (number of clicks per ad)

• T is quarter fixed effects

• Xi is OMI micro-zone characteristics (from census). No chance 
to use OMI fixed effects (so far).



Conclusion
• Online granular housing data have large potential 

both for policy and for research, for the analysis of 
the current economic situation and for long run 
economic outlook. They address many shortcomings 
of existing data sources (at least for Italy).

• Next steps: matching with notary deeds data to 
obtain transaction prices and with mortgage data to 
obtain loan-to-value

• At INET we build Agent-Based Models (ABMs). Using 
these datasets would allow ABMs to deliver their full 
potential in quantitative forecasting. (Geanakoplos, 
Axtell, Farmer, Howitt et al., 2012, AER P&P; Haldane 
and Turrell, 2017, Oxrep)



Thank you for your attention!


